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Abstract 
Slotline-Bowtie hybrid antenna is an ultra-wide band antenna. Experimental 
result showed that it has stable radiation pattem control over many frequency decades. 
The performance of the antenna can be further improved by optimizing the geometric 
parameters of the antenna. 
Finite element method is a numerical technique for solving differential equation 
with boundary conditions. This methodology has been extensively used in many aspects 
of engineering and it has been employed in electromagnetics since 1980s. Li this 
research, a new kind of finite element called "vector element" was adopted to eliminate 
non-physical, spurious modes. Two different approaches were used together to model free 
space radiation. Firstly, first order “absorbing boundary condition" (ABC) was imposed 
at the outermost surface of the computation domain. Secondly, a novel "perfectly 
matched layer" (PML) was placed to absorb all radiation at any incident angles. 
Moreover, a new mesh generator was developed to study the slotline-bowtie junction. It 
allows local mesh refinement to study specific region in detail. 
A program was written in Fortran to study the slotline-bowtie junction. In the 
first step, we studied the slotline structure. The results agreed very well with closed form 
solution. Next, we compared the absorbing effects of different artificial layers to find the 
best combination of the parameters for the remaining simulations, &i the second step, a 
taper was added at one end of the slotline. We tested the radiation patterns for different 
taper angles and different lengths of dielectric extension. We verified previous 
experimental results which stated that the optimal dielectric extension is one quarter of 
guided wavelength. Finally, a vertical metallic bowtie was added to the slotline taper to 
form the slotline-bowtie antenna. It was shown that the addition of metallic bowtie 
enhanced the radiation characteristics of the antenna. 
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Significant advances in microwave engineering during the past few decades have 
changed the way many people live. For one thing, mobile phones become a necessity in a 
highly commercialised city. Also, sensitive radar and satellite communication systems 
have many applications in military and civilian area. 
People enjoy the advantages of these services. More and more channels are 
needed to satisfy the rapid increase of demand. One possible solution to the problem is 
the development of a system operating with very wide bandwidth. Consequently, many 
wide band antennas are being developed to fulfil this requirement. 
A novel slotline-bowtie hybrid antenna was presented for ultra wide-band 
applications [1.1]. It allows stable radiation pattem control over many frequency decades. 
This is useful both in military radar system and civil communication. 
Basically, this antenna is a combination of slotline circuit board antenna and 
bowtie hom. The slotline antenna, with an improved version of Y-Y transition and a 
large slotline open circuit, serves as a balanced feed structure. The bowtie hom provides 
wide band radiation pattem. 
Experiments showed that the slotline bowtie hybrid antenna is an ultra wide band 
antenna operating from 2 to 18 GHz with a low standing wave ratio, flat plateau-like 
main radiation beam. It is capable of producing both wide (60。）and narrow (30。）half-
power beamwidths, low sidelobes and backlobe (40 to 50 dB down), and independent 
1 
control of E- and i^ T-plane beamwidth. It is expected that performance of the antenna can 
be further improved by optimising the design parameters. 
r 
The principal method of studying complex wave phenomenon has shifted from 
analytical to computational methods. Computational electromagnetics have experienced 
a dramatic increase in importance over the past ten years. Because of the evolution of 
more powerful and less expensive computers and the development of an array of 
numerical techniques, the traditional analytic method with its limited applications to 
canonical structure is less competitive compared with the fast, accurate and flexible 
numerical tools. 
Among many computational methods, finite element method (FEM) is selected to 
study the ultra-wide-band antenna, ]n addition to providing accurate results, the element 
method has the unique flexibility of handling complex shapes. This feature is important 
in the characterisation of the complicated slotline-bowtie junction. 
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Figure 1.1 The slotline-bowtie junction 
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1.2 Ultra-Wide Band Antenna 
Li recent years, countries in Europe and North America have begun a massive 
liberation of the frequency spectrum for ubiquitous wireless communication use [1.2]，such 
as digital cellular phones, cordless phones, Personal Communication Systems, low earth 
orbit (LEO) satellite mobile, long distance microwave/millimetre wave wireless links, etc. 
While some of these frequency bands are allocated, others are actually auctioned off to 
companies that may be local or state-wide or nation-wide. 
One concem over millimetre wave transmission is atmospheric attenuation. For local 
areas, where cumulative atmospheric attenuation is low, large contiguous chunks of 
frequencies can be used. On the other hand, there are certain "pass bands" where attenuation 
is particularly low and is very useful for long distance propagation. For both cases, a 
wideband antenna that can cover multiple pass bands will be most useful because it can 
save a lot of communication hardware. Moreover, with the development of advanced 
millimetre wave components, such as the ultra wide band HEMT, the use of wide chunks of 
frequency (despite attenuation) over longer and longer distances is now possible. This 
implication is most significant, as a 10 GHz bandwidth can easily translate to 20 GbiX/s data 
rate. (Of course many issues in wideband circuitry need to be addressed before a 
commercially viable system will emerge). An undersea fibre optic cable typically carries 20 
to 40 fibres, each providing 2.5 Gbit/s data rate and the total is 50 to 100 Gbit/s. Obviously 
a wide band wireless link is not that far off. Hence it is likely that within a few years a huge 
amount of data will be transmitted and received through ultra wide band wireless 
communications. 
Researchers have sensed this and have been spending a lot of effort in the 
development of ultra-wideband components operating in both microwave and millimetre 
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wave, such as ultra wide band biasing for distributed amplifiers [1.3], 300 MHz bandwidth 
voltage controlled oscillators [1.4], ultra-wide-band frequency doublers [1.5], ring couplers 
[1.6], 4 port junctions [1.7] and other novel components. To transmit such wideband data, 
beamforming in sparse arrays require new techniques to suppress grating lobes [1.8]. A new 
method of coding data for ultra-wide-band transmission is proposed [1.9], and where even 
diagnostic techniques for wideband wireless communication networks need to be developed 
[1.10]. 
One thing notably missing is an ultra wide band antenna to provide the means of 
sending and receiving data, i.e. the front-end of the communication system. Without this, 
the system will not work properly, ln fact, developers of ultra-wide-band systems are now 
relying on old wideband antenna technology. However, this is not feasible in view of 
several shortcomings. For example, although the old and venerable broadband hom is 
capable of octave frequency bandwidths, the radiation beamwidths of the antenna change 
drastically as a function of frequency (the higher the narrower). A wideband 
communication system basestation engineer would discover, to his dismay, that while the 
antenna radiation beam may be able to cover the cell site at the low end of the frequency 
bandwidth, it will only be able to cover a small portion at the high frequency end. 
The essential component of this project is the slotline-bowtie hybrid antenna [1.1] that 
is derived from the more commonly known slotline antenna and bowtie antenna. Its use has 
been experimentally verified from 2 to 18 GHz in one case and 500 MHz to 17 GHz in 
another. Its initial desirable characteristics include wide frequency bandwidth, highly 
controllable beamwidths, constant beamwidth through wide frequency spread, high gain 
high sensitivity, etc. It is intended to be used as the feed hom of the offset reflector in an 
antenna compact range, which necessarily imposes the most stringent requirement on its 
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properties, otherwise the compact range measurement precision will be compromised. 
Other uses include an antenna for ground probing radar [1.11], analysis of the ice surface 
[1.12], pulse excited parabolic reflector systems [1.13] etc. All these applications capitalise 
on the very wide bandwidth of this antenna. 
Slotline Antenna Bowtie Antenna Slotline-Bowtie Hybrid (SBH) Antenna 
/ / / Top View 
• X + \ = E X 
< ——^ Side View 
Figure 1.2 Slotline-Bowtie Hybrid (SBH) Antenna 
The front end of the antenna consists of a bowtie structure. The version shown here is 
only the traditional bowtie. Li the actual antenna, the bowtie is further extended using 
various blended rolled functions to roll around at its end to eliminate diffraction from that 
edge [1.1]. The bowtie front-end was fed by a slotline antenna, with the slotline being 37 
i^m wide in theory and about 120 i^m wide in practice. The slotline is geometrically like the 
dual of microstrip, with a fine slot on the groundplane acting as the transmission line. The 
groundplane is on top of a thin slice of dielectric about 0.635 mm thick and with a relative 
permittivity of 10.8. The dielectric is so thin it is not apparent in the figure. The value of 
permittivity is also very important as it affects the amount of leakage field on the one hand 
and the radiation mechanism on the other hand. The bowtie is not directly mated to the 
beginning of the slotline opening, but rather is a certain distance from it, as can be seen in 
Fig.1.2. This distance, plus the material in that space (not shown), is of paramount 
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importance to the radiation mechanism of this antenna. Although not modelled here, the 
original antenna is fed from a microstrip line coupled to the slotline via a Y-Y microstrip to 
slotline transition [1.9](Fig.l.3). Because of this, the antenna allows ample space for the 
placement of active circuitries to convert the antenna to an Active Antenna. Moreover, the 
existence of both microstrip and slotline adds to the flexibility of placing active circuitries. 
This antenna was experimentally conceived and has eluded detailed analysis for a 
long time due to its very complicated shape, sharp tips located at sharp triangular openings, 
thin and finite sized dielectric, very smooth blended-rolled contoured bowtie surface, and 
extremely narrow slotline track. The slotline antenna alone has been studied by TafIove et. 
al. [1.14] while the bowtie antenna alone has been studied by Shlager and Smith [1.15]. 
However, rough approximations are made in both papers. To model the slotline to bowtie 
junction, a more flexible meshing technique, which is offered by Finite Element Method, is 
needed. 
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1.3 Finite Element Method (FEM) 
The finite element method is a numerical tool for obtaining solutions to boundary-
value problems. A typical boundary-value problem can be defined by a governing 
differential equation in a domain fi . 
• X (1.1) 
together with the boundary condition on the boundary 7"that encloses the domain. In 
(1.1)，A is a differential operator, x is the excitation function or source, and • is the 
unknown quantity to be determined. The principle of Finite Element method is to replace 
an entire continuous domain by a number of discrete sub-domains in which the unknown 
function is represented by simple interpolation functions with unknown coefficients. 
Li other words, the original boundary-value problem with infinite number of 
degrees of freedom is approximated into a problem with a finite number of degrees of 
freedom. Rather than solving the differential equation directly, the problem is 
transformed into a variational problem. Li this work, a set of algebraic equations or a 
system of equations is obtained by applying the Ritz method, which is a variational 
procedure. Finally, solution of the boundary-value problem is obtained by solving the 
system of equations. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
y 
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Figure 1.5 Piecewise elements are used to represent the unknown function in 
boundary condition problem 
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In general, the basic steps in a finite element simulation is as follows: 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
1) Identify the governing differential equation and specify the boundary 
conditions. 
2) Construct a corresponding functional for the problem. 
3) Develop a specific expression of the trial function. 
4) Apply variational method to the functional and substitute the trial 
function to obtain a system of equations. 
5) Prepare expressions for element matrices. 
' (B) NUMERICAL COMPUTATION 
1) Specify all numerical data for the problem. 
2) Evaluate element matrix for each element and assemble them into a 
system of equations. 
3) Incorporate boundary conditions into the system of equations. 
4) Solve the system of equations. 
5) Analyse the result. 
Table 1.1 Basic procedures in a typical finite element (FE) analysis 
1.3.1 Domain Discretization 
Li this step, the entire domain i? is sub-divided into a number of small domains, 
denoted as £7 (e=l,2,3,...M), with M denoting the total number of subdomains. A good 
mesh should capture the fine geometric details of the object, &i some region, the function 
may change so dramatically that denser mesh is necessary at that area. 
The selection of the structure of small domain also determines the expression of 
shape function representing that subdomain. Li a domain governed by a linear, self-
10 
adjoint (symmetric) and positive-bounded operator of order 2m, where m is any natural 
number, the trial function should fulfil two requirements listed below: 
a) Completeness condition: The element trial solution and any of its derivatives up to 
order m should be able to assume any constant within an element, in the limit as the 
size of the element reduces to zero. 
b) Continuity condition: The C^'� continuity interelement boundaries: the trial function 
and its derivatives up to order of m-1 should be continuous. 
2 Dimensional 
t D t^<y Q 
3 Dimensional 
為 靜 ^ 每 办 
Figure 1.6 Examples of finite elements 
Usually, the trial function is expressed as a polynomial of the form 
伞=a^ + «2^ + cc^ y + cc^ z + a^xy + a^xz + a^yz + • •. (1. 2) 
Li fact, a complete polynomial satisfies these requirements. Li 2 dimensions, a polynomial 
is complete to degree p if it contains all terms up to and including those of degree p, i.e., 
all terms in the first p+1 rows of Pascal's triangle. Trial functions based on complete 
polynomial have important properties of geometric isotropy and independence of 
orientation. We observed that the triangular (2D) and tetrahedral (3D) elements are 
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particular useful for modelling the bowtie-slotline junction. Detailed derivation of the 
interpolation functions for these elements are given in Appendix 1. 
Furthermore, it is possible to rewrite the trial function as a summation of products 
of interpolation function and nodal value of each node, i.e., 
f e = ; ^ A r ; 0 ; (1.3) 
j=i 
where N .^ is the interpolation function and, ¢^ . is the nodal value at each node. The 
superscript “已 ” represents the element number, while the subscript j is the node number 
in the element. For example, the simplest expression 
N'j = L�=^( a] + b]x + c]y) ( on XY plane) 
2-Dimensional triangular element (1. 4) 
and 
斤- = & 去 ( < + 納 〔 > + "-2) 
3-Dimensional tetrahedral element (1. 5) 
One can verify the fact that 
NUx%y%z^) = S,=^ 二 (1.6) 
This is an important feature that guarantees the continuity of the solution across the 
element side. Solving the system of equations is the final step in a finite element 
analysis. 
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1.3.2 Formulation: Variational method 
The Ritz method, also known as the Rayleigh-Ritz method, is a variational 
method in which the boundary-value problem is formulated in terms of a variational 
expression, referred to as a functional, whose minimum corresponds to the governing 
differential equation under the given boundary conditions. The approximate solution is 
then obtained by minimising the functional with respect to its variables. 
To illustrate the procedure, let us first define the inner product as 
、^，V、：y>¥�Q ( 1 . 7 ) 
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. With this definition, it can be shown 
that the solution to (1.1) can be obtained by minimising the functional [12] 
F{^) = \{^$¢) - \ { h x ) -\{xA) (1.8) 
provided the operator A is self-adjoint, that is, 
{jL^,x|f) = {c|),Ax|?) (1.9) 
and positive definite ,that is 
/ V f > 0 ¢ ^ ^ 
〈输〉二仏0 V = o (1.10) 
* ^ 
The trial function (j> denotes the approximation of the unknown function 伞. 
Li finite element, the domain is divided into a number of subdomains, say M 
elements. The functional is then expressed as the sum of the functional over each 
element, 
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F ( ^ ) = f ^ F ' ( r ) ( 1 . 1 1 ) 
e=l 
The trial function is usually written as 
r=ZA^M^=[^'YW)={fY[^'] (1.12) 
y=i 
where n is the number of node associated with the element. A^ J are the chosen expansion 
functions defined over the element “e”. ¢^ . are constant coefficients to be determined. 
Substituting (1.12) into (1.11)，we obtain 
F'ir) = \ { f Y l { N ' ] j t { N ' Y d a { f ] 一 [ f Y lf{N^)dQ (1. 13) 
To minimise the functional F'(¢^), the partial derivatives with respect to ¢'. vanish. 
This yields a set of linear algebraic equation 
dF\6') 1 ^ 0 =》;丨=-Z ¢: iSN;，, + N]^N： )dQ - [ NJdQ 
or 
^ - ^ i k K ; ] - b : / = l ,2, . . . ,^ (1.14) 
丄;=i 
By invoking the self-adjoint property of the operator ji， 
K' = [NUN]dQ. (1.15) 
•j J：^ ‘ � \ , 
b- = [ N ; f d a (1.16) 
*^C2 





� ) • dF' 
M^ 
and the variation of the total functional is then: 
• = i l ， l = f M + f > } = o 娜 t r l琳丨台[ j i q合 1 1 
i.e. 
M M 
T M f ) = T,{b'} (1.18) 
e-\ e=l 
An approximate solution for (1.1) is then obtained by solving the following matrix 
equation. 
[^M = {b} (1.19) 




In wave theory, the electromagnetic fields follow strictly the Maxwell's equations. Li 
finite volume, the free propagation of wave will somehow be distorted as it interacts with 
materials. Such interactions have been studied intensively because of its great importance in 
physics and engineering. Mathematically speaking, the physical phenomena is equivalent to a 
second order differential equation with specific boundary conditions. Generally, it is quite 
difficult and time-consuming to solve analytically the electromagnetic problems involving 
different materials and complex structures. Li fact, the problem can be solved more than one 
way. As an alternative, the differential equation with boundary conditions can be transformed 
into a functional and solved by variational method. This approach is not commonly used 
historically until the rapid development of powerful computers primarily due to its 
requirement of intensive computational power. 
Li numerical computations of electromagnetics, the domain is finite and the outgoing 
wave must be terminated at the boundary. Therefore, special treatment is necessary at the 
boundary so that the fictitious surface is as transparent as possible. 
Li this research, edge element (or vector element) is used. It is reported that the new 
element is free from many drawbacks of the conventional nodal elements. Therefore, it is 
very useful in electromagnetic computations. 
Finally, we will review the basic theory of the slotline. A clear picture of the fields 
inside and around a slotline is useful in this study. We can compare the simulation results 
with the closed form solution to verify the results of the finite element method. Besides, the 
slotline theory provides valuable information of field distribution. We can locally refine the 
mesh wherever necessary. 
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2.1 Variational principles for electromagnetics 
Variational methods have been used historically to solve many physical problems. Li 
general, variational principle comes from Hamilton 's principle of least action. It postulates 
that the dynamics of a physical system can be completely characterised if a scalar function of 
the system exists and is stationary [2. 1]. 
Mathematically, variational principle defines a scalar functional F in an integral form 
r d6 dd) 
F(¢)^lv(¢,^,-^m+[M¢,^,'^^)d^ {l. l) 
in which • is the unknown function and v, w are specified operators. C2 is the domain while 
ris the boundary of the domain. The solution to a problem is a function ¢^  which makes 
F�4i) stationary with respect to small change S^. Assuming the exact solution in the 
following form 
n 
• : Y J ^ A ( 2 . 2 ) 
i=i 
The variation of the functional becomes 
, ^ dF dF 
S F { ^ ) = ~^頻+：5^雄+."+：5^踢" (2 . 3) 颂 缚 观 
and the stationary condition can be written in the matrix form: 
~ | = [ i ^ ] { ^ ^ } + {/}=0 (2.4) 
]f the functional F( ¢) is quadratic, i.e., if the function 伞 and its derivatives occur in power 
not exceeding two, it can be shown that the matrix [K] is always symmetric [2. 2]. This is a 
very important advantage of the variational approach. 
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2.1.2 Construction of functional 
The construction of functional in electromagnetics depends on the adjointness of the 
differential operator A and the boundary operator as well as the nature of the media. The 
vector wave equation is 
V X ( - V X E) - kle,E = - ] k , Z , l (2. 5) f^r 
and the boundary conditions: 
nxE = P onSi (2.6) 
1 ^ — — 
-nx(VxE) + <^x(nxE) = U 0 n S 2 (2.7) Mr 
« • ~ f r 
where /4_，s^  and ^ are all complex valued. P and U are known vectors and ^ is a parameter 
specifying the surface properties. According to the generalised variational principle [2. 3], for 
a differential problem 
柳=X (2. 8) 
if the operator ^ is self-adjoint for homogeneous boundary conditions, then its solution can 
be obtained by seeking the stationary point of the functional given as 
F( ¢) = \〈琳 ¢)-去〈琳 u) + 去{¢, ^ u) - {¢, x) (2. 9) 
in which u is any function satisfying the given inhomogeneous boundary conditions. Note that 
the inner product is now defined as 
(^,y/) = ^^yAiO. symmetric product (2. 10) 
To demonstrate the application of the variational principle for the vector wave 
equation involving inhomogeneous boundary conditions, we first define the operator A as 
^ = V x ( - V x ) - ^ o ^ (2. 11) 
^r 
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According to the definition of the inner product, 
一 • 
UE, P) = fff F. V X f — V X E) - kls^E dV (2. 12) 
� / V J Jj/ j^ • 
applying the second vector Green's theorem (a.22) to the above yields 
{jE,F)= J j [ ^ . Vx(-VxF)-k^s^FdV 
L "r _ 
+ ^ — \ E x ( V x F ) - F x ( V x E ) ] - h d A (2. 13) 
� L 
since 
E X (V X F)]-n = (n x E)-{V x F) = -E'\n x (V x F)] (2. 14) 
J lm J 
— —• it is clear that if both E and F satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, 
fixE = 0 onSi (2. 15) 
and the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition of the third kind, 
1 — — 
- n x ( V x E ) + ^ x ( n x E ) = 0 0nS2 (2.16) ^r 
with ^7+52=5, the surface integral vanishes, even if s^  and /4. are complex. Thus the inner 
product becomes 
UE, f ) = f f f ^ - V x ( - V x F ) - ^ o ' f ^ F dV=iE,JiF) (2. 17) 
� f J J J[^ jj^ \ / 
So j i is a self-adjoint operator for homogeneous boundary conditions. 
Therefore, the corresponding functional, with these boundary conditions, can be 
expressed as following: 
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1 r f 1 V F(E)= -|j[ Vxl-VxE-^2^^fj .EdV 
一 • 
1 r r r「 f 1 V - - [ V x —VxE-klsl 'udV 2 JJJ^ U . J 
• 一 
1 r f 1 y + - f f f ^ - Vx — V x u - k l s u dV 
2 JJ^ [ U. � r J f 
+ Jk,zJj[(E'J)dV (2.18) 
* ^ *V 
^ 
both E and u satisfy the boundary conditions (2.15), (2.16). Applying the first vector 
Green's theorem and discarding the terms not containing E，the above becomes, 
F(E)= - fff V x ( - V x E - e s S ) .EdV 2 JJ^ ju^ 0 r 
1 r r 1 — — + - -P'(VxE)dA 2Ji i^ 
+ jk,Z, fff ( E . J)dV + 去 J f £ . UdA (2. 19) 
JJJt^ 2 ^ ^ 2^ 
= - f f f -(VxE)'(VxE)-kls^E'E dV 
2 " * ^ L " r 
+ ff i(nxE).(nxE) + E.HdA “�\_2 
+ jKzJ{[(E'J)dV (2.20) 
«/ V vy 
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Furthermore, we can construct the functional for anisotropic media in a similar manner. The 
wave equation becomes 
V X [jH-' . ( • X E)] 一 klSr. E = - j k , Z j (2. 21) 
with boundary conditions 
nxE = P onSi (2.22) 
nx^jur^iVxE)Yr(E)=U'^^ on S2 (2.23) 
where P and f7'"^ are known vectors. Specifically, [7'"^  depends on the incident fields E'"^. 
y( E ) is an operator specifying the surface nature. The functional is given as [2.4] 
F(E)=去 Jj[ [(V X E). }1;\. (V X E) - klE. s , . E^fiV 
M m M — » — • + jcou^ E • JdV 
J J *y 
-^ll[E-r(E)]dS 
+ ff [E-U]dS (2. 24) *^ *^2 
provided that the dyadic relative permittivity s^and dyadic relative permeability ju^  are 
symmetric: 
i^ ) l = r^ and ( M V = f i - ' 
— f r and y( E ) is also symmetric so that 
'{Er(^E)dS= WsE-r(E)dS 
J Js ^ ^ s 
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2.2 Artificial Boundary 
Li open space scattering and radiation problems, the electromagnetic wave propagates 
over long distance. This implies an infinite number of unknowns in the finite element 
simulation to cover the open region. An artificial surface must be introduced to truncate the 
exterior region. 
A perfect truncation should appear as transparent as possible to the scattered and 
radiated field. Li other words, the non-physical reflections must be minimised even though 
the boundary is placed very closed to the object. Current research on this topic is very active 
[2.5][2.6][2.7][2.8]. Basically, three different approaches are commonly adopted: 
1) Boundary Lmtegral Equation 
2) Conformal Absorbing Boundary Conditions 
3) Perfectly Matched Layer (PML). 
困 
Figure 2. 1 The computational domain is enclosed by a fictitious surface S； 
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For the first method, exact representation of the artificial boundary condition is an 
integral equation. The corresponding operator is non-local in time and space. The resultant 
matrix is a fully populated sub-matrix [2.4], in contrast to the highly sparse matrix generated 
by the finite element formulation. Actually, sparsity is a crucial advantage of the finite 
element method in terms of memory requirement and computational cost. The boundary 
integral method is also difficult to implement on complex 3 dimensional objects, 
consequently, it is limited to simple structures [2.9][2.10][2.11]. 
To overcome this compatibility problem, the so-called absorbing boundary conditions 
(ABCs) have been developed [2.12][2.13]. These local operators are approximate, but help 
retain the sparsity of the finite element matrices. Practical implementations are usually 
limited to the first and second order types, because, in a finite element framework, the 
continuity requirements of higher order ABCs are very difficult to satisfy. 
A breakthrough in performance was achieved in 1994，when J. P. Berenger proposed a 
"Perfectly Matched Layer" in the context of finite-difference time -domain (FDTD) algorithm 
for electromagnetic wave problems [2.14]. Berenger's approach is based on a splitting of 
each Cartesian field component into two sub-components and yields a reflectionless interface 
between free space and the absorber. This desirable property holds for waves of arbitrary 
polarisation and at all incident angles. 
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2.2.1 Absorbing Boundary Conditions 
t i three dimensions, the scattered/radiated field, denoted as E'^，satisfies, in a 
homogeneous space exterior to the scattered/radiator, the vector wave equation 
V X V X t ' — e E ' ' = 0 (2. 25) 
and the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity. According to Wilcox [2.15], such a field 
can be represented by a convergent infinite series 
f > - ) = i : ^ A ( ^ (2.26) 
r ti r" 
where r,G,g) are the usual spherical co-ordinates. Webb and Kanellopoulos[2.16] constructed 
a general m-th order differential operator that annihilates the first m terms of (2.26). Such 
operators lead directly to the desired absorbing boundary condition. They defined the operator 
麥爪{m=l,2,3...) as: 
霍 “ 《 ^ ^ ) = ( " + 1 -一2 -所 ) . . . ( "一1 ) "《^^ 
+ ^ ( « + 1 一m ) ( n + 2 - m)...(n 一 2)(n - l)V,(成；二：，灼) (2. 27) 
Since Aor is zero, the radial part of the electric or magnetic field vector vanishes at a great 
distance from the object. This is a well-known fact in electromagnetics. It can be seen that 
the right-hand side of (2.27) vanishes for n = 0 , l ,2 , . . .m-l , or in other words,麥畑 annihilates 
the first m terms of (2.26). With n > m - l , after being operated on by 霍历，those terms in 
(2.27) are proportional to 厂-―+". It tums out that 
S J E ' ' ) = 0 ( r - ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ) ( 2 . 2 8 ) 
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^ * 
Therefore, S J E'^) = 0 can be regarded as an approximate boundary condition applicable to 
a spherical surface of sufficiently large radius r. 
Now let us derive the explicit form for the first and second order absorbing boundary 
conditions suitable for the finite element formulation. The first order condition is 
S , (E) = r X V X E'； - jki;c + sV^E'； = 0 
or 
r X (V X E'') « - j k r c o s 6> x (r x t ' ) 
where 0^ denotes the angle of perfect absorption. The second order condition ,with s = 1, is 
given as [2.13] 
容2( ^" ) = - 2( jk ++)r X V X E'' + 2 jk( jk ++)E；' = 0 
+ • x [ r ( V x £ ” r ] + jk^tE" 
or 
f x ( V x £ ” � — j \ c � s � i , x ( f x £ ” + ^ ^ ^ { v x [ f ( V x ^ ” r l + V / V . ^ / � } 
A) J 
where ^ j and ^2 are parameters controlling two angles of perfect absorption. Both the first 
and second order absorbing boundary conditions can be written uniformly as 
rx(VxE'') + P ( t ' ) = 0 
or 
r X (V X E) + P(E) = U'^' (2. 29) 
where U'"^ depends on the incident fields. P( E) is a surface operator defined by 
P(E) = jkQCOS0jx(rxE) (2. 30) 
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where is 6a the angle of perfect absorption for first order absorbing boundary. Similarly, 
P(E) = jkrcos & x ( r x E ) + � { • x [rfV x E 入]+ • / • . E^)} (2. 31) 
cos 0^2 
where p = ~ T j f ~ • ft the angle of perfect absorption for second order absorbing boundary. J^o 
Next we show that the first order operator P( E) defined in (2.31) is self-adjoint. For 
this, we consider 
^^FP(E)dS 
=<^F.{7Vxf^ X E)-/Nx [r(V xE)^]-j3V,(V-E^)]dS (2. 32) 
Livoking the vector identity 
F rx(rxE) =-(rxF)(rxE) = E-rx(rxF) (2.33) 
(2.32) can be written as 
<HFp(E)dS= iiEp(F)dS 
J JS J Js 
— ^ Therefore, the operator P( E ) of first order ABC defined in (2.29) is indeed self-adjoint. 
2.2.2 Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) 
Berenger [2.14] introduced a modification to Maxwell's equations to allow for the 
specification of material properties that results in a reflectionless lossy material. The material 
is reflectionless in the sense that a plane wave propagating through an infinite free space 
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/lossy material interface has no reflection for any angles of incidence. Berenger referred to 
this material as a perfectly matched layer (PML). Although validity of the idea was 
demonstrated with numerical experiments, the physical meaning of his modifications to 
Maxwell's equations was not very clear. Chew and Weedon [2. 17] provided a systematic 
analysis of the PML in terms of the concept of 'co-ordinate stretching". They demonstrated 
the compatibility of Berenger's modifications in a more generalised form of Maxwell's 
equations. Recently, an important discovery obtained by Sacks et al [2. 18] was that the 
reflectionless properties of a material can be achieved if the material is assumed to be 
anisotropic. Unlike Berenger's approach, this method does not require a modification of 
Maxwell's equations, making it easier to analyse in the general framework of electromagnetic 
theory. A brief derivation of the anisotropic PML is presented below by considering the 
simple plane wave incidence problem shown in Fig. 2.1 . 
The general time-harmonic form of Maxwell's equations are 
V'sE = 0 V-fiH = 0 
VxE = -jo)jHH-a^H VxH = jcD0 + a^E (2.34) 
we consider materials where s and ]u are complex diagonal tensors of the form 
'/^. + ¾ 0 0 � 
>^= 0 y^+^ViCO 0 
� 0 0 //,+"Ml> 
and 
� Z V � c o 0 0 ‘ 
e = 0 s , a % o 0 (2.35) 
� 0 0 ^, + ¾ . 
the following condition is required to match the intrinsic impedance of the medium to free 
space: 
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料 料 ^ / i : = 5 | (2.36) 
Thus, £ and jl can be written as 
' >5 = M)A and s = sJ^ (2.37) 
(a 0 0 ) 
4 ^ where A = 0 b 0 
� 0 0 0 
Consequently, Maxwell's equations in the medium reduce to 
• .A£ = o vAH = o 
V X E = -jcojLiJJi V X H = jcosJ^ (2. 38) 
Combining two curl equations gives 
V X [X] (V X E)]-k^A. E = 0 (2. 39) 
The dispersion relation, which determines the form of the propagation vector k , tums 
out to be 
k^ K kl 2 
i , : , t = kl (2.40) 
which is the equation of an ellipsoid whose solutions are of the form 
k^ = k^ ^ J^ (sin 6){cos ¢) 
ky = k^  4 ^ (sin ^)(sin ¢) 





z : : : : : _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -
Figure 2. 2 Plane wave incident on an interface separating two half-spaces in xz plane 
This result suggests that the individual components of the propagation vector can be 
manipulated through the choice of a’ b and c. On the other hand, the generalisation of Snell's 
law (phase matching condition) requires 
sin6J=sin<9r (2.42) 
V^sin6J =sin6J (2. 43) 
As a result, the reflection coefficients of TE and TM case are 
RTE，0�tsOt (2 44) 
COS^ + V a cos^, 
and 
T^M Vicos(9, -cos6; R = Jr——- (2. 45) cos6j +y^cos^^ 
respectively. L:nposing the requirement V ^ = 1 simplifies the phase matching condition 
(16). It follows that 0. = 0^ and the reflection coefficients are not a function of incident 
angle. By also requiring a = h，the interface will be perfectly reflectionless for any frequency, 
angle of incidence, and polarisation. Thus, the values of a , b and c are not independent but 
are related by 
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^ = ^ = ~ (2.46) 
For this reason, the PML layer can be characterised by one complex number a = a - j f i . 
When a,j3> 0，the transmitted wave will be damped in the anisotropic medium 
E^{X,Z) = ^o6-�"cos4g-A)(sin�z+«cos0,zV^ (2. 47) 
it is easy to see that a determines the wave length in the anisotropic absorber and p 
determines the rate of decay of the transmitted wave. The material tensor A can be written in 
the form 
{a - jp 0 0 1 
A = 0 a - j p 0 (2.48) 
0 0 4 ^ V a^+y0V 
Selection of optimum values for a and p is not unique. Intensive researches have 
addressed this issue and many good discussions with experimental supports have appeared 
recently [2. 19][2. 20][2. 21]. M. Kuzuoglu and R. Mittra [2. 22] considered the law of 
causality and show the frequency dependency of PML as 
1) Low-frequency limit (a co<<l) 
a(co)^l + f(x,y,z) (2.49) 
2) High-frequency limit (a co>>l) 
, , 1 f(Xy y,z) a(oj)^l- (2. 50) rjCJ ) 
where rj is a constant and f is a function of position such that it reduces to zero at the free 
space-PML interface and is a non-decreasing function in the direction normal to the 
boundary. J.Y. Wu et al[2. 23] set arbitrarily a-P-s' , sufficient absorption was obtained at 
5=1.5 . They also pointed out that the choice of s' must be made in conjunction with the 
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mesh size. J.M. Jin and W.C. Chew [2. 24]suggested the value of p shall vary quadratically 
in the multi-layer PML, i.e., 
(lV 
^ - P = ^ - ^ m a J [ j ^ ) (2.51) 
where 5腿 denotes the maximum loss tangent, 1 is the distance from the free space-PML 
interface and L is the thickness of the PML. 
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2.3 Edge basis function 
Li chapter one, the finite element method based on nodal formulation was discussed. 
The simulation results are in terms of the values of scalar field at the nodes of the element. 
However, some serious problems were encountered which hindered the research of field 
computation for many years. First, it was the occurrence of "spurious modes" [2. 25][2. 26] 
which were numerical solutions that have no correspondence to physical reality. Spurious 
eignvalues are caused by improper modelling of nullspace of the curl-curl operator[2. 27]. 
Secondly, the inconvenience of imposing boundary conditions at material interface as well as 
conducting surface. Thirdly, the traditional nodal approach faced difficulties in handling field 
singularities [2. 28]. 
A revolutionary approach based on edge element formulation was developed in [2. 
29][2. 30][2. 31]. The edge element has a special property that its degrees of freedom, 
instead of being associated with nodes, are related to the edges of the mesh. Fortunately, all 
the aforementioned difficulties visually disappeared [2. 32][2. 33][2. 34]. Here, as examples, 
we present the expressions of first order triangular and tetrahedral edge element for two 
dimensions and three dimensions respectively: 
Linear triangular edge element 
N： = 1：( Z>;iVZ^ 2 - 4VL;i) i= 1,2,3 (2. 52) 
where 
L) = ^ ( a ] + b]x + c]y) j=l,2,3,4 (2.53) 
Linear tetrahedral edge element 
N^ = l-{L]yU.^ - L]^VU.,) i=l,2,...,6 (2.54) 
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where 
L'j(x, y>z) = ^ ( a ] + b]x + c]y + d]z) j=l，2’3，4 (2. 55) 
the function L�and L' are Lagrangre Polynomial. Note that the element coefficients are 
discussed in chapter one and Appendix 1. 
Edge i Node “ Node /2 
1 i 2 2 2 3 
3 3 1 
Table 2. 1 Edge numbering of triangular element 
Edge i Node ij Node /2 1 i 2 2 1 3 
3 1 4 
4 2 3 
5 4 2 
6 3 4 
Table 2. 2 Edge numbering of tetrahedral element 
牛 y 
> ^ 舞 
• lZ 3 X 
a) b) 
Figure 2. 3a) A triangular element on xy plane b) A tetrahedral element 
Li general, the higher order basis functions are capable of providing more accurate 
results with coarse mesh, fewer unknowns and less overall computation efforts [2. 35]. The 
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trade-off of higher order is the increase of complexity both in formulation and the program 
implementation. Therefor linear edge elements are good enough for most cases. Next, we 
consider the unique features of the edge elements. As an example, in triangular edge element, 
it is not difficult to observe that 
V. N： = 1： [v . ( Z,^ VZ4 ) — V. ( Z^ VZ^  )] = 0 (2. 56) 
Li other words, these functions satisfy the divergence condition V • N. = 0 within each 
element. Therefore, they are good candidates to represent the vector fields in source-free 
regions. 
Another important feature of these basis functions is that N. has a tangential 
component only along the /-th edge and none along all the other edges. Let s^  be the unity 
vector pointing form node 1 to node 2. Since L^  is a linear function that varies from one at 
node 1 to zero at node 2 and L^  is a linear function that varies from one at node 2 to zero at 
node 1，we have ^ -VL^ = -1///，where 1^  denotes the length of the edge connecting nodes 1 
and 2. Therefore 
0 = n^ + n^ ( 2 . 5 7 ) 
or in other words, N^ has a constant tangential component along the edge (1,2). Thus, the 
continuity of the tangential field across all element edges is guaranteed. 
Obviously, the quantity 
V X N； = /;[V X ( L;,VL;,) - V X ( L;,VL;,)] = 21；( VL；, x VL；,) (2. 58) 
which is a non-zero constant. Thus, N. possesses all the necessary properties for being a 
vector basis function for the edge field associated with the edge segment i. 
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The edge element can be characterised as a curl-conforming basis function of Nedelec 
type [2. 36]. The curl-conforming function maintains only tangential continuity across 
element boundaries. The fact that these function do not prescribed normal continuity not only 
makes them suitable for modelling fields at material boundaries, but is also responsible for 
their ability to suppress spurious nonzero eigenvalues. Besides, Webb [2. 37] considered the 
problem of field singularities and argued that, without any need of special trial functions, 
good accuracy can be obtained in global quantities. 
^^ <T^ ^^ ^^ ^^  � ~ " -^^\^ 
树 1 < < S S ? ~ 0 ^ : : ^ ^ " ^ 2 
^ ^ ^ ^ < ^ > x 
^ ^ < < ^ : : 、 : 、 N N S > i r o>> X ^ t t 1 I T t I M 2 
^ ^ ^ 0 ^ 
^ , ^ ^ 7 / / / � z ' z ^ \ 
^ ^ / J / / ^ ^ 一 \ 
问 L 0 [ ^ \ ^ � ' • / � ' ‘ \ ^ \ -
_ — — 
Figure2.3 Vector basis functions for a triangular element, (a) N ; (b) N^ (c) N^ 
(After J.M. Jin[24]). 
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2.4 Slotline Analysis 
A slotline consists of a dielectric substrate with a narrow slot etched in the 
metallization on one side of the substrate. It is a planar transmission structure proposed for 
use in MICs by Cohn in 1968[2.37]. Li a slotline, the wave propagates along the slot with 
the major electric field component oriented across the slot in the plane of metallisation on the 
dielectric substrate. The mode of propagation is non-TEM and almost transverse electric in 
nature. However, unlike conventional waveguides, there is no low frequency cut-off because 
the slotline is a two-conductor structure. An open circuit can be achieved by slowly tapering 
the metallization constituting the slot. The guide wavelength and impedance Z � o f a slotline 
increases with the width of the slot, ]f Ag is less than about 0 . 4 � where A^  is the free-space 
wavelength, the fields are adequately contained, and the slotline behaves as a transmission 
line [2.38]. Departure from this condition results in radiation. This characteristic of the 
slotline is the basis for the design of the new antenna. The new antenna was developed by 
increasing the width of the slotline gradually from the feed end so as to make Ag greater than 
0 . 4 � at the open end，thereby allowing the slotline to radiate. The slot width was tapered 
linearly over a length of A .^ The open end of the slotline enhances the radiation further. This 
is due to the tendency of the wave propagating along the slotline to radiate in the direction of 
its propagation at the open end when the slot width is sufficiently large. The mechanism of 
radiation resembles that of a leaky wave antenna[l.l]. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
X 牛 y 
^ • ^ - J ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 2.4 A slotline structure 
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2.4.1 Closed form of slotline 
The slotline field contains six components: three electric components and three 
magnetic components. The longitudinal component of the electric field is very weak since 
the energy propagates between the two conductors. If the slot width W is much smaller than 
the free-space wavelength A�，the electric field across the slot may be represented by an 
equivalent line source of magnetic current, and then the far-field contains only three 
components: H^,H^ andE^ . At a distance r at least several times larger than W the 
longitudinal component of magnetic fields is given by [2.39] 
H^ = AH'J\kj) (2. 59) 
and other field components 
„ jlTT 1 dR7 k � 
H r = - j . j r t T T 7 ^ ) ( 2 . 6 0 ) 
+ - ( f ) 
~ = 營 . 營 = - 7 ^ " 1 ( ” ( 、 ” （2.61) 
c 1 A � 2 f - ( A ) 
where H: (x) is the Hankel function of first kind of order n and argument x The coefficient 
kc ,of zero-order approximation, is 
, jl7V U^-l ' ^ = - i ^ ( 2 . 6 2 ) 
For large values of r，Hg) (7|r|) and " " ) (7|r|) may be expressed as 
2 (2n + l);r H(M) = - 7 = e x p ( - | r | 一 7 ^ ^ ) (2. 63) 
^乂訂 4 
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Therefore, if k j is imaginary, the field will decay with distance r. Equation (2.62) shows 
that k j is imaginary for the ratio % is less than one. Hence a relative wavelength ratio less 
than unity is a sufficient condition to ensure transverse decay of the field. As % i s 
decreased, or the value s^  increased, the ratio of decay becomes faster and fields become 
more tightly bound to the slot. 
One accurate expression for the slotline wavelength with one percent accuracy is 
given as [2.40]: 
\ f 0.1 \W 八 ^ 1 f 100/i) 0.104W - f = - - ^ 7 - + 0.077 log ^ ~ + ~ ~ - ^ + 0.507 (2.64) � V h J \ � ） h 
provided that the following condition are fulfilled: 
Sr = 9.7 
0.01< ^ < ^ £ L 
/ � 4 ^ 1 
0 . 1 < ^ ^ 1 . 0 
where h and W are the thickness and the width of the slotline. Ag is the guided wavelength on 
the slotline and Ao is the free space wavelength. 
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Chapter Three 
Implementation of FEM 
The basic steps of a finite element analysis were outlined in chapter one. In 
chapter two, we discussed the theory of variational method combined with artificial 
boundaries to solve typical wave equations. In the current chapter, we will focus on the 
special slotline-bowtie junction. Details of the working procedures will be given to 
illustrate the implementation of finite element simulation of the ultra-wide band 
antenna. 
^^ ^^^ start ^ ^ 
i <^^^^ Form ulation ^^^ ^^^^ 
Mesh Generation M 
_ _ i Evaluation of element matrix & Assembly 
i Incorporation of Boundary Conditions ^ .^ . Refine the mesh i Solving ^ of System Equations 
5^r <;^^^^^^^^^ J^^^^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^2^ ]^^;> N 0 
Yes 
C E : ) 
Figure 3. 1 Procedures of a typical finite element analysis 
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3.1 Formulation of element matrices 
In a finite element simulation of the antenna, the bowtie-slotline junction was placed 
in a domain enclosed by a fictitious surface So. Liside the domain, the behavior of 
electromagnetic wave is governed by the vector wave equation, 
• X [il;'. (V X E)] 一 kk . E 二-jk,Z,J (3. 1) 
with the boundary conditions 
n X [il;' . f V x E)] + P(E) = ^ 7'"c on So (3. 2) 
We assume that the media contains materials with diagonal dyadic relative permittivity s^  
and permeability &，such that 
(汉=4 a n d ( A - i / = f i (3. 3) 
where P{E) is a first order absorbing boundary condition. L '^"^ is a known vector for a 
given incident field. The functional is [3.1]: 
^(^) = \ n i k ^ ^ ^> • f^r~' ‘( V X E) - klE . 4 . i]iV - ^ f f [E P(E)]dS 
L *****^2L J 2 “SQ 
+ jm^ f fL^ • JdV + ff [E • U''']dS (3. 4) 
*�Vf2 �^S^ 
we rewrite the functional as 
F(E) = F,(E) + F,(E) + F,(E)^F^(E) (3.5) 
where 
F A ( ^ ) = 4 j J l [ ( V x ^ ) . A - l . ( V x ^ ) _ ^ o 2 ^ . i ^ 4 ^ V 2^  w w ^ 2 L J ¥^{E) = -\\\[E-V{E)]dS 2 "*^ 0 
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F^(E) = jcoiLi,\\\EJdV JJ*fQ 
F ^ ( E ) = \ \ [ E U ^ n d S ( 3 . 6 ) *^ 0^ 
Since we are working on radiation problem, we ignored the termF^(^jthat is responsible 
for the scattering effect. We divide the whole domain £2 into M tetrahedral elements; the 
enclosed surface So consists of N surface triangular elements. Consequently, the functional 
becomes a summation of M terms, each term corresponding to an element. 
F(E) = f^F'(E') 
e=l 
M N M 
= X ^ ; ( ^ ^ ) + Z ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ ) + Z ^ c ( ^ ^ ) ( 3 . 7 ) 
e=\ j=l e=l 
Next, we approximate the electric field within each element by selecting linear tetrahedral 
edge element 




L](x, y,z) = ^ ( a ' j + b^x + c；)； + d'jZ) j=l,2,3,4 
For the outermost surface, triangular surface edge element was employed 
E' = t,N;E; = {厂广{^^] = {"1'{五1 s=h2,...,N (3. 9) 
i=3 
where 
i ^ / = / , ( Z ^ ; i V i L ; 2 - A V L ; i ) i=l2,3 
L]=^(a'j+b;x + c'jy) j=l,2,3 
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Exact expressions of the coefficients are listed in Appendix 1 and 2. Consequently, the 
imposition of stationarity to the functional yields 
^ 1 = ± \ ^ m \ . y | ^ i ,±\^m\=M (310) 
1 泥 I ^ 1 妃 j ^ 1 妃 j ^ 1 泥'j i 1 ( ) 
Next, we considered the partial differentiation of each term. First, 
K i E ' ) = 4 jJfJfV X E ' ) . /1广.fV X E ' ) - k l E ' . 4 . E'^dV 
2 “崎 • 
= 4 { 叫 [ 叫 { 五 £ } + | { 五 1 | ] { 叫 （3.11) 
where 
> ] = j j | j v X A^^}. fi�'. {v X N'YdV 
[叫= -。皿外 5 / . {叫、乂 
Therefore 
M f j:jcpe/ Be \ 1 M M 
i : ^ ^ = : E k ] { E l + S [ A A ^ E l (3.12) 
e=\ L � L J e=\ e=l 
The second term, 
F^(E ' ' ) = Y l [ E ' P ( E ' ) d A (3. 13) 
The first order Absorbing Boundary Condition was employed, and the corresponding 
operator P(E') was 
p ( E ' ) = jk^cosO^[n X (h X t ) ] (3. 14) 
Thus the functional accounting for the fictitious surface was in the form 
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F B , ( ^ � = i ^ ^ ^ J J ( “ h ( ” A x ^ , ) M 
1 r 1 = -[E'Y^jk,cosejl[[h X N^) \h X A^^)'JA|^^} (3. 15) 
it may take the matrix form 
/^(5)=|{£丫[叫{五” (3. 16) 
where 
V] = )VM�J{{"xA^].{AxA^'}�S 
So the sum of partial differentials is given as 
^ \^'(E')\ ^ r nr � 
I f - ^ 7 ^ = Z M { ^ 1 (3.17) 
s=\ L " [ J S=l 
Finally, the excitation part is 
F ^ ( E ' ) = j o ) j u , { { { E ' J d V (3. 18) 
w w v^ 
Similarly, the summation of partial differentials is 
^ f ^ ^ ( E ' ) ] ^ r , ^ 
Z %e = Z F | (3.19) 
e= l [ " [ J e=l 
where 
{a) = -mW[{N^-j)dv 
Li summary, the stationarity of the overall functional 
\^(E)\ . . 
< " ^卜 { 0 } (3.20) 
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leads to a system of equations 
M M N M 
X [ A ^ ] { ^ 1 + Z M { ^ 1 + Z [ ^ 1 { ^ 1 = - Z { ^ 1 (3. 21) 
e=i e=l s=\ e=l 
where 
A ]^ = j j j{v X i^e].贫-1. {v X N'YdV (3. 22) 
: ^ 1 = - k l . l l [ {N '} • s；-{N'YdV (3. 23) 
'B'] = jk, cos 9^ l[{n X A^] \n x N'YdA (3. 24) 
{ a ) = - j ^ , c D , l l [ { N ' - j ) d V (3.25) 
Li fact, it is possible to combine all the element matrices A' AA^ and B' to form a 
single matrix, say[^]. On the other hand, all {c) are put together to form { R H S ] . 
閣{五丨={_ (3.2¾ 
the global matrix is a square matrix of size, where the size equals the total number of edges 
in the domain. The details of assembly will be given in section (3.3). 
There is a simpler alternative way of excitation. One can resort to a simple gap 
source, in which the electric field of an edge corresponding to the source of excitation was 
defined a priori. 
3.2 Mesh Generation 
Domain discretization is a vital but difficult procedure in a finite element analysis. 
h\ real engineering problems, it usually involves several thousands of elements to model 
complex three-dimensional objects. The need of replacing manual data entry motivates the 
development of automatic mesh generation that becomes a hot research topic. [3.2] [3.3] 
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[3.4]. An ideal mesh consists of equally spaced mesh with local refinement at certain 
regions. The performance of mesh discretization affects the accuracy of the final mesh. 
Thus, it remains a challenge for researchers to improve the mesh quality and accelerate the 
process [3.5][3.6][3.7]. 
\ 
t i general, triangle (2D) and tetrahedron (3D) are widely used in automatic mesh 
generation because of their flexible structure. There are a large number of ways of 
triangulating an arbitrary set of points on a plane, however, the difference of lengths in each 
triangle should be minimized in a good mesh, ln 1934, Delaunay proved that there exists a 
unique triangulation which maximizes the sum of the smallest angles in the grid. The 
Delaunay Triangulation and its variants are now commonly employed in mesh generation 
process in many commercial software packages. But the algorithm is difficult to implement, 
especially in three-dimensional space. The primary objective of mesh discretization for our 
project is to properly model the slotline-bowtie junction. Listead of following the Delaunay 
algorithm, we developed a simple method for this investigation. We noticed that the 
junction is well modeled with a special arrangement of rectangular boxes. (Fig. 3.2b). 
i i 
) m z 山 
^ ½ ^ ^ ' f ^ S ' 
^ ^ " ^ ^ ; : ^ ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ; : x ^ . . . . . . ' z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ X 
>5 ,回,~ ^ ^ 
/ Z \\�,,Z........................>�::..'.... / • 
I / ••..、、、. / 、 . ， , -
^；：：： : ¾ , ,；：：：：；：：：：：： : :：： :•' Q S om UYi Figure 3. 2 Division of the domain a)The bowtie structure is modeled by a rectangular mesh. b) Flare angles (a,p) can be adjusted by the lengths of the box. 
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We briefly outline the algorithm of discretization as below. The entire domain i2 is 
divided into four quadrants filled with boxes. There are nineteen edges associated with each 
box and six tetrahedrons inside, ln Appendix 3，the arrangement of edges and tetrahedrons 
in each quadrant are given. At the end of the process, information of all node coordinates 
and the connectivity array are available. At the end of the process, the output must contain 
the following information: 
1) Vertex Positions 
a) Coordinates of four nodes of each tetrahedral element: 
X(e,i)J(e,i), Z(e,i), i=�’2,3’4 e=l’2”.”M 
b) Coordinates of three nodes of each tetrahedral surface: 
XS(eJ)，YS(eJ), ZS(e,j), j=l，2’3,4 s=l’2”"’N 
2) Connectivity Array': 
a) Volume Connectivity Array: 
NE(i,e), i=l,2,.",6, e=7,2,....M 
b)Surface Connectivity Array: 
NS(j,s), j=l，2”"’6 s=l,2,""M 
‘Remark： Connectivity array contains the relationship between local and global numbering of each edge. For example, 
in an volume element 3 ’ the local edge 2 corresponding to global number 3 ,then we have 
3 =爾仰 
Element Local edge 
e 1 2 3 4 5 6 
• • • • • • : 
A • ; ' " " 、 . , 。’ • ‘ ' ' ' 〜 - ！ ！ ： ： 
' ' / , >v / ' • Hc • • • ： 
“‘‘ '，\ y ‘ '“‘ • ,' ‘ .^ 1 ' , ‘ • • • . ,/;,A,,y/,, � " " " ' ' / ‘ ,'' ‘ ^ ,/,: ‘ 
• • • • • • 暑 
• • • » • . * 
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^ 5 p^ 
p z ' ^ ^ L : : : ^ 3 z 
^ 捕 二 崎 ^ , 禪 、 • ¢ ^ \^ 
Figure 3. 3 Cutting of a box into six tetrahedrons 
• z 属 '%M^ 
靠 _ j uLWy 
：.•• / ：... •• 
t： / k： 丨/ 
Figure 3.4 The slotline-bowtie junction in a rectangular mesh 
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3.3 Assembly 
In finite element method, matrix entries ([ A e ], [ AA e ] , [ B S ] and {Ce } ) are computed 
element by element. Finally, they are put together to form an overall matrix equation 
[K] (t/Jj={RHSj. The general rule for adding these matrices are listed below: 
Element matrix entry Location added to 
~~ KNE(i,e),NE(j,e) 
AA~ KNE(i,e),NE( j,e) 




x 1 0 [K] after .A.ssembly 






, - =.r=",~~1;!1;!,~~1i~ §11 , " , ' i ~---~~-----~ =~=~====;.~~~== --~ - - _. 21&'-'-'-- _ ...... ~~~~~~;~1;~~~~~~~~ 
- .... ~'_._.- - __ 'Z'I:::_._. :-z= 3 5 ~~=~~;::!:==i§E!:: 
. ~~~=~-~~~~==: 
o 0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 
nz = 565252 





3.4 Incorporation of Boundary Conditions 
The slotline consists of two metal plates on the top of dielectric material. Also the 
vertical bowtie are made of metal. Since the tangential field on the perfect conductor is 
exactly zero. Thus, the edge on the metal surface must be set to zero before solving the 
matrix. Suppose there are Nj edges residing on the metal surface, we store the global edge 
numbers in a vector called "metal_position(i)". The imposition of the boundary condition 
can be accomplished simply by setting 
^metaI_position(i), metaI_position(i)=l ^metal—position®�=0 RHS metal—position® = 0 
for /=l,2,3,...,A^i & j.^etal_position(i) 
x 10^ [K] after Incorporation of Boundary Conditions 
J V ^ X W 
‘ V ^ ^ ^ ^g . l i ! . i | i lM! 
, \ X _ \ _ p _ 
. A X ^ ^ M i i i ^^^M\ 
V ^ ^ i ^ K _ l l l l "^^^^m 
' • • • • H _ _ ^ ^ 
^ • ^ ^ B X W i i l x -
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 
nz = 545460 + 
X 10 
Figure 3. 6 System matrix after incorporation of boundary conditions 
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3.5 Solution of the system of equations 
The size of matrix can be very large: tens of thousand. Li a full matrix solver, all the matrix 
entries are stored and involved in the solving. It may take more than 150 Mbytes of RAM 
and seven hours to solve a matrix of size 5000 x 5000. However, some sophisticated solver 
can handle the same problems within half an hour using 30 Mbytes of RAM only. The 
latest version of MATLAB 5.1 add some functions specifically for sparse matrix to fully 
utilize the advantage of sparsity. 
Before solving the matrix, reordering was carried out to make its Cholesky，LU, or 
QR factors sparser. A good column permutation of the matrix [K] will take less time and 
storage than computing the original matrix [3.8]. Jn particular, the minimum degree of 
ordering is selected because it usually leads to better sparsity factor than most other ordering 
methods[3.9]. Since the operator of the vector wave equation is positive and self-adjoint, 
the overall system of equations should be symmetric and positive definite. As a result, 
Cholesky factorization is used to solve the matrix problems because it is most efficient for 
symmetric positive definite matrix.. 
' i N M > i _ , K T T ~ 1 
• L ^ S ^ \ 2 ^ 5 1 测 ^ ' -
3000 ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^5lllfil 3000- -¾^ t 
.000.¾ ^ ^ ^ S g - . ^ ^ ¾ 
_ 丨 〜 
i _ M W s M N i_L . _ . _ . # ^ % 
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 nz = 162044 nz = 162044 Figure 3. 7 Original matrix Figure 3. 8 After minimum degree of ordering 
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3.6 Code Implementation 
In the previous sections, we discussed the application of variational principle and 
artificial boundaries to the slotline-bowtie junction. A FORTRAN program was developed 
based on the theory. The code structure is fairly simple, it consists of a main program and a 
collection of subroutines. Main body serves as a control unit which calls subroutines 
whenever necessary. Moreover, declaration and initialization for variables and output of 
results are done in the main body. A brief description of the function of each subroutine is 
listed below. 
1) MESH: Mesh discretization is done in the subroutine. Vertex coordinates of each 
element and connectivity array are the final result of the process. 
2) V_M: This subroutine has two functions. First, it evaluates and assembles the 
element matrices of all elements to form a system of equations. Second, it forms the 
vector of excitation. 
3) PML_TEMP: This subroutine defines the numerical value of material tensor for 
PML layer. 
4) VOLUME: Calculation of element matrices A^ AA^  . 
5) EXCITATION: Element corresponding to excitation are selected to evaluate the 
C_VECTOR. 
6) ASSEMBLY_A: This subroutine is called by anther subroutine VOLUME. 
Coefficient of each matrix is placed in the specific position of the overall system 
matrix. 
7) ASSEMBLY_C: Similar to ASSEMBLY_A, but this is called by subroutine 
EXCrrATION and is only responsible for the excitation vectors. 
8) SURFACE: This accounts for the outermost surface. It evaluates surface element 
matrices and adds these components to the overall system of equations. 
9) ASSEMBLY_B: Called by SURFACE to assemble the surface element matrices to 
the overall systems of equation. 
10) BOUNDARY_CONDmON: Set zero to the edges on the metal surface. 
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11) SOLVER: The system ofequations [/!：]{£：} = [RHS) is solved by MATLAB matrix 
solver. 
C 
c Finite element Analysis 
c of 
c Bowtie-Slotline Junction 
C 
c 
c * * * * * * * * Declaration of variables • 
拳 
• 
c ******** Preparation of Data • 
• 
c ******** Domain Discretization 
call MESH 
c ******** Evaluation of element matrices 
c (Volume Element matrices) 
call V_M 
c (Surface Element matrices) 
call SURFACE 
c ******** Imposition of boundary conditions 
call BOUNDARY—CONDITION 
c ******** Solving the System of equations 
call SOLVER 
c ******** Output of result 
• 
END 




_ _ _ Q ! ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ B 
Mesh 
~ ~ • PMLjemp 
\ r 
\ r 
V _ M \ Volume ——\ Assembly_A 
• Excitat ion ——\ Assembly_C 
\ r 
Surface \ Assembly_B 
• 





Figure 3. 6 List of subroutines in the FORTRAN code 
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Subroutine Mesh | 






global numbering of all edges 
associtaed with the cubic 
E_a,E_b’...,E_s 
X 
global numbering of all nodes of the cubic 
n1,n2,...,n8 
1 r 
defining the coordinates of each node 
C_X, C Y, C_Z 
X 
cubic defining the edge numbering of 6 
= tetrahedrons inside the cubic : 
cubic +1 'Connectivity Array" 
y NE(i,e), i=1,2 ,6; e=1,2,...，M 
} r 
defining the vertex coordinates of 
each tetrahedrons inside the cubic 
X(e,j),Y(e,j),Z(e,j), j=1,2,3,4 
jr 
N。 ^ ^ - ^ ^ s the cubic t o u c h e l ^ ^ _ identify the surface normal 
^^m^nclosing s u r f a c e J ^ ®® nJS),nJs),nJs), s=1,2,..,N 
X 
define the edge numbering 
No of the surface element 
NS(i,s) i=1,2,3 
^ k t 
^ y ^ " \ « ^ identify the vertex coordinates of 
<Tast c u b i c ? ^ the surfaces: 




Figure 3. 7 Flowchart of subroutine MESH 
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Subroutine V M | Siipiii^ ii^ .'^  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g g U j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 
Main P rog ram 
Z 








� N o ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ Y e s : |define[^],[/.-] 
set E=l,^=l set e=9.7, n =1 subroutine 
I I P M L _ T e m p 
< 5 
next e lemen t | ca lcu la te the vo lume V $ U \ ， J ) U t i n e 
e=e+1 and V o l u m e 
lengths L|,i=1,2,...,6 
~ ~ " " ^ ^ 
Format ion of e lement matr ix I [A^][AA^] 
_ _ 1 
Cal l Subrou t ine : Assemb ly_A 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ ^ 
No *^"^ -^^ -,^ tal # of element,.,^ ^ 
Yes _ _ i _ _ 
ee=1 
I ^ 2 
Evaluate the lengths L^. 
1 丨 S u b r o u t i n e i _^  Excitation 
厂 Eva luat ion of (C^) ~ ] 
next exc i ta t ion e lement Ass9mb ly {C®}: 
e e = e e + 1 subrou t in te Assemb ly_C 






Figure 3. 8 Flowchart of subroutine V_M 
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Subroutine Surface | 
^" : � � / iiiM^^^ :i醒:___1___ 
^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 
Ma in P r o g r a m 
I 
f i rs t s u r f a c e e l e m e n e t 
s = 1 
— ^ 
S 
C a l c u l a t e the s u r f a c e a rea 
& 
leng ths L'., i=1,2,3 
I 
nex t s u r f a c e e l e m e n t 
s = s + 1 
Eva lua te [B'] 
2 
i 
A s s e m b l y [ S ' ) : s u b r o u t i n e A S S E M B L Y _ B 
No 
< r ^ ^ 
^ \ ^ ^ ^ to ta l # of su r face ？ ^ ^ ^ 
Yes 
i 
Retu rn to 
Ma in P r o g r a m 
Figure 3. 9 Flowchart of subroutine SURFACE 
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Chapter Four 
Finite Element Simulations 
In this project, we developed a finite element program in FORTRAN to 
simulate the complicated slotline-bowtie junction, as shown in Figure 4.1. Since the 
slotline-bowtie junction can be treated as a combination of slotline and a tapered 
opening with bowtie structure. It is advantageous to start the analysis with simple 
slotline. We examined the field pattem of a slotline with finite length. Then we 
increased the width of the slotline and examined the field distribution of the taper 
structure. Finally, we combined the open slotline with a pair of vertical bowtie 
opening to form the slotline-bowtie junction. 
The operating frequency is selected to be 40GHz throughout the research. First 
order ABC was used to enclose the whole domain and PML is applied to selective 
surface. The relative permittivity of the dielectric is 9.70. The width and thickness of 
the slotline are 0.1mm and 0.6mm respectively. Jn our finite element analysis, the 
slotline-bowtie hybrid was excited by a simple gap source, in which the electric field 
of the corresponding edge was defined in advance. 
D i e l e c t r i c / 
Z y - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ^ t ^ y "^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
Figure 4. 1 Slotline-bowtie junction 
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4.1 Slotline 
We started our simulation with a slotline of finite length. Figure 4.2 shows the 
problem setup for the slotline. The excitation point was located at the mid-point of 
the slotline. In Figure 4.3, as we expected, a standing wave pattem was observed 
clearly on the slotline plate level along Line 2. Peak value of the standing wave 
decreases as the distance from the centre increase. The standing wave was terminated 
at both ends and the magnitude of electric fields dropped rapidly to almost zero in the 
air. Along Line 1, we observe a strong and narrow peak at the centre of the slot. 
Along Line 3，we observed the field concentrated on the slotline plate level. These 
results agree with fundamental slotline theory as described in section 2.4. According 
to (2.65), the slotline wavelength is 3.2867 mm. In our simulations, the average 
wavelength obtained is 3.32 mm, as shown in Figure 4.4, where the half wavelength 
standing wave cycles are measured. The percentage error is about 0.9 %. Li fact, 
better accuracy of the result is possible if we use a finer mesh. 
^ ¾ 
^ \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I I Line 1 
W - - - - ^ ^ ^ - : 
〈- -‘乂一 ^ ^ ^ " " ^ L i n e 2 、、、、、 
^ " " " \ «<^^^^ Line 3 j ^ J ^ _ ^ 
^ ^ x ^ ^ 
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4.2 Artificial Boundary of the domain 
In this section, we will discuss the performance of two kinds of artificial 
boundary of the domain. h\ an accurate solution, the reflection due to the artificial 
terminating boundary should be as little as possible. 
As a first step, the first order Absorbing Boundary Condition (ABC) was used 
alone to terminate all the outgoing waves, as shown in Figure 4.5. A horizontal gap 
excitation was placed at the mid-point of the slotline. The end of the slotline is 
directly connected to a first order ABC. The standing wave humps show that some 
reflection exists at the boundary. The characteristic slotline field distribution is shown 
in the vertical and horizontal plots as well. 
Next we look at a slotline with open termination at either end. The separation 
between the end of the slotline and the ABC was less than 1/3 A^�. ]n Figure 4.6，four 
different "angles of perfect absorption", as measured from boresight (0°, 22.5°, 45° 
and 60。)，of the ABC were tested. Peaks of the standing wave for each absorption 
angle were located exactly at the same positions. However, we observed that the 
smaller the angle of perfect absorption, the smaller the standing wave ratio. This is 
expected because the strongest radiation from a slotline will reach the ABC along the 
boresight direction. 
Li addition, we also found that, at 60° ABC, the third peak from centre was 
higher than second. Li other cases, the peak values decrease as a function of the 
distance from the centre. Since the perfect absorbing angle was the only parameter 
different in this series of test, we may conclude that the reflection from the ABC 
interferes with the field in the slotline. For this reason, the perfect absorbing angle 
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should be set to zero degree. As mentioned before, this is because the main outgoing 
field should be normal to the ABC due to symmetry. 
In the next step, we put Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) between the slotline 
and the ABC to test the effect of the PML. A very small air gap (0.2mm) was left 
between the slotline and PML. In Figure 4.7，we observed that the addition of PML 
did not cause large reflection even though the PML was placed so close to the slotline. 
Moreover, the field inside the PML decayed more rapidly than that in the air. It was 
evident that PML was working quite well to absorb the outgoing electromagnetic 
waves. 
It is possible to improve the absorption power of PML by careful selection of 
the parameters in the PML. &i the following series of simulation, the slotline 
penetrates the PML, reaching up to the ABC termination. The portion of PML 
penetrated by the dielectric section of the slotline has a = 9.7, corresponding to the 
dielectric constant of the slotline. In ideal case, the amplitudes should decrease 
monotonically and no standing wave should be observed. Practically, it was difficult 
to eliminate all reflection at the domain boundary. It is therefore desirable to reduce 
the variation of amplitude in the slotline. ]n Figure 4.8, we applied 8 layers of PML 
and kept 4uu=l-0, only varying the real part(a) of the PML. At a=S.0/9.7 and 
a=11.0/9.7, strong standing waves were formed in both cases. A significantly better 
result was found at a = 1. 
Li Figure 4.9, we fixed the real part and the number of layers of PML. For 
different Smax，the peak values were quite different. It tumed out that the reflection 
can be minimised by changing the value of 3瞧 and the best result was obtained by 
setting Smax = 0.8. However, it should be note that too large a value of 3議 may lead 
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to an ill-conditioned matrix. More works should be done to optimise the value of 
imaginary part. 
In addition, we found that the absorption of PML changed when we varied the 
number of layers in the PML, as shown in Figure 4.10. Surprisingly, 4 layers of PML 
is best in this case. 8 layers is worst. 12 layers PML was better than 8 layers, but not 
as good as 4 layers. Therefore, increasing the number of layer in PML do not always 
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4.3 Slotline Taper Junction 
][n this section, we add a tapered opening on the slotline as shown in Figure 
4.12. In the opening, the width of slotline increases gradually from the critical width 
OAZg. 
PML was added between the ABC and the slotline at the other end (without 
taper). Based on the experience of the slotline, we set the PML as follows: 8 layers 
in 4mm with a =1 and 4^=0.8. On the other end of the slotline, only ABC was 
applied to absorb the wave. 
line 3 line 4 
line 2 � � � � � � � z ^ 一 " n e 5 >^- ：> - 6 
" n e 1 � > ^ r f ^ ^ ^ £ ! ： ： ： ： ^ 
^-^-."‘:::...-.'::—-—^^'^'^^^ 、 國 ^ - i ^ _ _ _ i i i P ^ 5 ^ ^ i f t ^ _ _ _ _ 2 ^ i ^ ^ P ^ \ 
今 ： ： ^ ^ ^ " " ^ 
^ ^ X 
K z ^ n 
^ ^ w ……;I d 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ： d I …” 
• B 
e n d v i e w t o p v i e w s i d e v i e w 
Figure 4. 12 A slotline Taperjunction 
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Figures 4.13 to 20 shows the total electric field and the x, y and z component 
electric field along the six lines as defined in Figure 4.12. Figures 4.21 and 22 show a 
3-dimensional plot of the field distribution of the slotline taperjunction. 
In Figure 4.23, we fixed the dielectric length d at 1/8 A ,^ i.e. 0.8mm at 40 GHz. 
We observed a stronger reflection in the slotline as the angle of taper opening 
increases. On the other hand, in the taper, the field radiates more efficiently into air 
when the taper angle is small. Li fact, the taper angle 0 is zero in an infinite slotline 
and 180�in open terminated slotline. Therefore, the adjustment of taper angle implies 
a transition from infinitely long to a finite length. 
In Figure 4.24 and 25, we performed another set of simulation for different 
values of dielectric length d ( Fig.4.12), while keeping the taper angle at 45°. When d 
=0, the standing wave pattem looks like those without tapering. Licreasing d from 0 
to 1/4 Ag, the reflection decreases gradually. But the reflection increases again for 
further increase of d up to 7/16 Ag_ These results agree with experimental observation 
in[l . l ] . 
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4.4 Slotline-Bowtie Junction 
Li this section, we modelled the slotline-bowtie junction as shown in Figures 
4.26 and 27. We added two metallic triangles vertically into the slotline taper. In 
finite element analysis, the number of layer in the mesh must expand vertically to 
contain the bowtie. As a result, the number of total edge increases significantly and 
the system matrix becomes very large. The thickness of the slotline is 1.6mm while 
the flare angles (¢, 6) are 45° and 70�respectively. Similar to the case of slotline with 
bowtie, we added the PML and ABC at one end of the slotline but only ABC on the 
other. 
From Figures 4.28 to 35，the magnitude and x, y，z components of the electric 
field along various lines on the slotline plate level were plotted. Along y-axis, we 
clearly observed that the field concentrates on the slot and then radiates outward in the 
taper. 
Li Figures 4.36 & 37, the distribution of E-field on the slotline plate level were 
plotted. The only difference between these two pictures and Figures 21 and 22 is the 
addition of metallic. Comparing the two graphs, in the region of taper, we found that 
the wave propagates out much better in the case of the slotline bowtie junction. This 
result agrees with experimental results. Li Figure 4.38, we compare the total electric 
field of the slotline bowtie junction and the slotline taper junction along line 3. As 
mentioned before, the fields of the slotline bowtie junction is much stronger. This is 
also confirmed in another plot of the field along line 6 in Figure 4.39. 
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In this research, we used finite element method to simulate the complicated 
slotline-bowtie junction. The vector wave equation with boundary conditions was 
transformed to a functional and solved via Raleigh method. Solution of the problem 
followed solving of the system of equations. 
An artificial fictitious boundary was introduced to absorb all the outgoing 
fields. ABC and PML have been tested to provide good absorption for a wave excited 
along the slotline. The best combination of parameters in the PML obtained are as 
follows: 12 layers of PML and a=l.0 and 4uu= 0.8. 
Unlike conventional nodal finite element analysis, we employed the new edge 
elements. The edge element has a special property that its degrees of freedom, instead 
of being associated with nodes, are related to the edges of the mesh. It is useful in 
eliminating the occurrence of "spurious modes". Linear triangular and linear 
tetrahedral elements are used for 2D and 3D respectively. 
One important but difficult part in FEM is the mesh discretization. 
Conventional approach in mesh generation, using Delaunary Triangulation, is too 
complicated for our study, tistead, a new discretization method was developed in 
which a rectangular box was cut into six tetrahedrons. It is evident that the new mesh 
generator works effectively in this project. It is capable of modelling different flare 
angles of the slotline-bowtie structure. Also, local mesh refinement is possible so that 
the total edge number can be reduced, the memory minimised and the computation 
speeded up. Moreover, it is extremely fast, usually takeing less than two seconds 
However, our mesh generator is not flexible enough to handle objects with round 
I 
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comers or curved surfaces. Intensive manual input is necessary to define the geometry 
before any run. 
We used MATLAB 5.1 to solve the large system of equations. It takes the full 
advantages of the sparsity of the matrix and makes use of some powerful algorithms 
to solve the large sparse matrix. It is capable of solving the problems that only 
supercomputer can handle with full matrix solver. 
Finite element method has been used to successfully model the complicated 
slotline-bowtie junction for the first time. We also studied the slotline and the slotline 
with tapered opening. The percentage error in slotline guided wavelength is only 
0.9%. These results obtained agree with empirical measurements carried out at the 
Ohio State University in 1990. For example, the optimal amount of dielectric 
extension beyond the slotline opening was experimentally determined to be one 
quarter of a wavelength. We verified that conclusion in this study. 
Future Work 
Jn this research, we laid a good foundation for studying the slotline-bowtie 
hybrid (SHB) antenna. As a next step, we can enhance the radiation of the antenna by 
optimising the geometric parameters of the slotline-bowtie hybrid. Besides, we have 
some suggestions for further work to improve the accuracy of the finite element 
analysis. 
1 PML: 
Li section 4.1.2, we found the absorption of PML is strongly related to the 
combination of the parameters in the PML, such as real part, imaginary part as well as 
the number of the layer in the PML. In this investigation, we focused on the case that 
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the incident angle is 90�. In front of the slotline-bowtie hybrid, waves propagate in all 
directions and we should have taken care of other incident angles. It is advisable to 
do more work to optimise these parameters, especially for the surface in front of the 
slotline-bowtie. 
2 Combination ofY-Ymicrostrip to slotline transition: 
In this project, the slotline-bowtie junction was isolated to examine one 
section of the radiation behaviour of the antenna. The hybrid was excited by a gap 
source at a particular frequency. However, in a real antenna, the feed will be an 
improved Y-Y microstrip to slotline transition which is a broad band source, hi a 
complete study of the slotline-bowtie antenna, we can combine two structures in a 
single simulation. 
3 Order ofpolynomial ofthefinite elements: 
Some researchers pointed out that higher order edge elements performed better 
than linear ones in terms of accuracy, rate of convergence and mesh density, etc. In 
this project, second order edge elements can be used in selective region. It may be 
useful in reducing the total number of edges. The trade-off is the complication in 
formulation and implementation. 
4 Slotline-Bowtie Antenna: 
t i the analysis of the whole antenna, we need to divide the domain into many 
layers. The size of the system of equations increases rapidly with the number of layers. 
At the same time, the requirement of memory and time increases quickly. Right now, 
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we are limited by the capability of the computer in our department. When larger and 
faster computers come out, this antenna will be more amenable to analysis. 
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Appendix 1 
Li this appendix, we attempt to derive expressions for piecewise functions to 
represent the element trial functions. The unknown quantity ¢, in element e, is 
approximated by polynomial 
¢^ = < + a^ + a^y + < z + < x y + alyz+ 
where a ' are coefficients associated with that element. For simplicity, we retain few low 
order terms and omit all higher orders. This is a good approximation provided the 
function do vary smoothly and the element size is small enough. 
The use of low order polynomials is a popular choice in finite element method due 
to the ease of formulation and evaluation of element matrices. However, it is evident 
that, as the order increase, the rate of convergence become faster and/or the mesh density 
can be decrease[Al.l]. 
A1.1) 2-Dimensional: Linear Triangle Elements 
The unknown function ¢^ within surface element s is approximated as 
^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ a ' \ h ' x \ c ' y (A1.1) 
where a',b'dind c' are constant coefficients to be determined. Enforcing (A1.1) at the 
three nodes of the triangle, it becomes 
牛 (j^ = a'+b'xl^-c'yl y 1 
》 : 二 二 ^ ^ ^ 3 
X 
Figure A1.1 The triangular element. 
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Solving for the constant coefficients a ' , b' and c' in terms of nodal values fj，and 
substituting them back into (A1.1) yields 
f ( x , y ) = f,L](x,y)¢： j=l’2’3 ;=i 
where V.(x,y) is a Lagrange Interpolation Polynomial 
。 = 如 - + — ; 力 
in which 
af = x',yl - ) ¾ aJ = ^3>f 一 y;x； a^ = x：/, - 3 ¾ 
b: = yi-ys K = yl-yl bl = yl-yl 
C\ *"义3 — ^ 2 ^ 2 = 义 1 一 义3 〔3 = ^ 2 一 ^ 1 and 
/ ^ ；^ A^  = 2^ 义！ )^ 2 
1 3^^  M 
Similarly, we can obtain the surface interpolation function for xz and yz plane. 
However, it is convenient to write the shape function uniformly as 
3 
f = Y A ^ ; 7 = 1 , 2 , 3 (A1.2) j=i and 
^- = l^(a] + h]x + c；)； + d]z) ‘ (A1.3) 
where 
XV plane: 
al=x[yl-yl4 b； = y'^ - y； c； = x； - x^ d;=0 
2^ = 3^>; - 3¾' K = 3^3 - yi ^^2 = ^ ; 一 ^ 3 2^ = 0 
«3 = ^1>2 - ) ½ K = y^  — :^ 2 ^^3 = ^2 — < d\ = 0 
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xz- plane 
< =^2^3 - :^ 2^ 3 K = Zl - Zl C{ = 0 d; = X； - X^ 
« 2 =双-)¾ ' K = ^ 3 - Zl 4 = 0 d； = X; - ;C3^  
«3 = 1 ½ - 7 ¾ K = z； - Z2 C； = 0 d； = X^ 一 X; 
vz- plane 
< =:^¾ 一 )^ 3¾ b; = 0 c； = z � - 4 d； = y； - y, 
^2 = y3z:-你 ^ = 0 c‘ = z； - z： d\ = y； - y^ 
^3 = yX - y'2Zt bl = 0 C3^ = zl - z', dl = yl 一 3；； 
and the area of surface element is 
1 [(< - 4)(yl - yl) - (^3 - ^^)(y： - yl )f 
N=2. + \ A - A)(z; - Z2) - (I; - ^2) (4 - 2^ )r 
I + [(yi - 3^ 2)(z； - Z2) - (ys - >'2)(z； - z^  ) f 
A1.2) 3 Dimensional: Linear tetrahedral element: 
t i a three dimensional element, a linear trial function is 
f ( x , y , z ) = a ' + b ' x + c y + d'z (A1.4) 
where the coefficients a ' ,b ' , c' and d ' can be determined by enforcing (A1.4) at the 
four nodes of the element. Denoting the value of 中 at the j th node as f.，we have 
z 
^^a'^h'x\^c'y\^d'€, f n ^ 
<K = «^ +b'xl+c'yl +d% / y / \ ^ 
^,'=a'+b'x;+cy^+d'z; / / \ ^ 
“ 、 一 4 - | / ^ ^ 
Figure A1.2 A tetrahedral element 
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from which we have 
¢1 ¢1 ¢1 ¢1 
“、"^二6 二6 二 ；;="^(«iVr+«2'(2^2'+«,^z^'+<^o 
1^ 2^ 3^ 4^ 
1 1 1 1 
1 狀 £ 拭 ¢1 1 
^^=~^yl yl yl ^ = ^ ( W + ^ ^ ^ + K ^ ^ ^ + ^ V；) 
e e e e 1^ 2^ 3^ M 
1 1 1 1 
" = + � � � \ = ; ^ ( a � c 2 ^ 4 � c 3 ^ ^ � c:《） 
1^ ^1 ^3 ^4 
1 1 1 1 
^^=^y： y； y； 二 =^K^A^+^M^^s^^^+<^^；) 
狀 <K ¢^ ¢1 where 
< = A ( yl^: 一 • : ) - ^s( y2z: 一 ^:^2) + < ( 3 ¾ - ） ¾ ) 
^2 = - ^U yU： - zly： ) + x；( yX - y:z； ) - x：( y^z； - 3¾ ) 
«3 = ^i( y2z: - 4y： ) - xl( y,X — y:Zi') + xl( y,X 一 众；) 
a： = - X：( 3 ¾ - 4 ¾ ) + x^( y^z； — y^z：) - x；( y^ 一 沧；) 
^1 = 一 y3Z4 + y4^3 + 3^ 2^  - y4Z2 - y2Z3 + 3^3^2 
^ = ysZ： - y^Zs - yX + y:z； + y,'z； 一 y^zl 
bl = 一 > 2^^  + >^ I^ 2 + yUl 一 y^z! - y1Z2 + y2Z1 
K = ^ ¾ - >^' - ylzl + ylz{ + yl4 - ylzl 
Cj — X^ Z^ 一 义4�3 — ^ 2 ^ 4 + ^ 4 ^ 2 + ^ 2 ^ 3 一 ^ 3 ^2 
C2 — 一 X^ Z4 + 义4 ^ 3 + 1^ ^ 4 一 4^ ^ 1 一 1^ ^ 3 + ^3 ^ 1 
C^ — 义2二4 — ^ 4 ^ 2 一 ^ 1 ^ 4 + ^ 4 ^ 1 + ^ 1 ^ 2 一 ^ 2 ^ 1 
C4 ~ 一 ^ 2 ^ 3 + 义3 ^ 2 + ^ 1 ^ 3 一 ^ 3 ^1 一 ^ 1 ^2 + ^2 ^ 1 
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d: = - x',y： + xly； + x'.y： - x：/, 一 x{yl + 1 3 、 】 
^2 = Ay： - <yl - x^y： + x:y； + x^y； - x',y^ 
^3 = - ^2y： + <y2 + ^!y： - « - x,y^ + x^y,' 
^ = ^^>'3 - 3^)^ 2 - <>'3 + ^sy： + <3^2 - ^2yi 
^' = X [ X^( y^z： - z;y： ) - yl(x;zl - z',x： ) + z^x^y： - x^y；) 
- < ( y s Z ： 一 Zs3^ :) + y:(x^ - zX)一 zU^^y： - ^:y；) 
+ < f ylz： 一 Z2>: ) - yUxlz： 一 2 ¾ ) + zUxly： 一 x：/,) 
-卓你 - ^2^3 ) + y:(^2z; - ^2^3 )- zl(xlyl - xlyl)] 
Substituting the expressions for a],h],c] and d] back into (A1.4), we obtain 
4 
f ( I，y,z) = X (^义，yy^ )fj (A1.5) M 
where the interpolation functions L'j( x, y, z ) are expressed as 
厂/1，y,z) = ^ ( a ] + b]x + c]y + d]z) j = 1，2, 3, 4 (A1.6) 
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Appendix 2 
This appendix provides a detail description of all matrix entries. We used 
tetrahedral edge element to explicitly evaluate the element matrices [A'], 
1 r 1 / \ AA'\ and [B'\ as well as the column vector {C] . Linear edge element shape 
functions used are 
Two dimensional: 
N:=ll{L]yL],-L],VV,) i:l,2,3 
^=^(^j+^> + ^]y) j=U,3 
Edge Node il Node i2 
1 i 2 
2 2 3 
3 3 1 
Three dimensional: 
N:^i:{L]yL],-L],VL],) i=�’2”..’6 
L)(x, y,z) = ^ ( a ] + b]x + c；>； + d]z) j=l’2，3’4 
Edge i Node il Node i2 
1 i 2 2 1 3 3 1 4 4 2 3 5 4 2 6 3 4 
The reader is referred to Appendix 1 for the expression of the element 
coefficients (a'j,h],c]yd] and a],b],c],d]). 
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A2.1) Evaluation of [A'' 
A； = f f [ (V X N^).劣-1. (V X N'j )dV i, j = 1’ 2 ……6 




2 r = J^[Uc:,d:, -c;,d:,)-j(b:,d:, -b:^:,) + k(b:,c:, -b^c：,) 
Therefore, 
4 /T 1 4 ; = T ^ 5 ^ [ l ( C ' W l c ^ ) ( 4 " ; 2 - < 2 4 ) 
+ 4 - « -b^nm,d^2 - ^ v ; i ) " r ” 
+ | ( M 4 -b^(bhc;2 -b]2c],)] ^rzz 
Li general, 
A ; = M /"- = U . " , 6 
A2.2) Evaluation of [AA'' 
M； = -ko . H i " f . ^ • N'jdV i’j = 1，2 ……6 
We first calculate the quantity 
N： . ？ . N] = 1：1； [( L;iW^2 - AVL;i). ^； . ( L],VL], - L],Vq,) 
/ / r 
“ ^ 6 V ^ Li\Ljifi2，j2 一 ^i^jifiiji 一 Uii�fn’ji - EiiUjifi\’j\. 
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since the dyadic relative permittivity s ' is assumed to be diagonal tensor, we 
define 
fiM = 4 6 / ¾ + < / / ¾ + < « /,//=l，2，.",6 
then the matrix coefficient can be rewritten as 
邮=一众。2 . i ^ [力 2 " . 2 I I I L ^ J V - , 2 , y i I I I ”nL�idV 
» ft ft M m M 
-fn,j2 JJ|, Lf2^idV-/nw JJJ[^, W'j2dV ] 
With the aid of an useful formula [A2.1] to be used in this procedure is 
瓜 ( 灯 ( 幼 劝 ( 幼 " 7 、 二 ： 3 ) , � 
Thus 
e -k]{r,f 
^ 1 1 = 3 ^ Q y e (/22 — /12 + /11) 
~" k�/| 12 
W 2 = ^ 2 O V ' (2*^23 - ^21 - /l3 + /11) 
e - 以 " 
^ 1 3 = J 2 0 V ' (2"^24 - ^21 — /l4 + /11) 
e 一 ^ 0 ^1 ^ 4 
^ 1 4 = ^20V' ("^ 23 — /22 一 2/i3 + fn) 
一 k /l /5 
^ \ 5 = ^ 2 0 V ' (Z22 _ /24 一 /l2 + 2/14) 
k /j /5 
^ 1 6 二 y 2 0 y ^ (,24 - f l 3 - /l4 + /l3 ) 
e -k]{llf 
^ ^ 1 - 2 6 0 V ^ (*^ 33 一 ^ 13 + /ll) 
A 4 ^ 3 = ^ ^ ^ ( 2 / 3 4 - / l 3 - / l 4 + / n ) 
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e 一 k 0 12 4^ 
^ ^ 二 360V' ^^33-/23-/13+2/12) 
““k /2 /5 ^ 5 = J20V' (,23 — /34 - /12 + /l4) 
亡 - k ] r j i 
^6 = j20V' (*^34-/33-2/14+/13) 
亡 - k ] { n f 
^ 3 3 = ^^Qye (/44 - /l4 + /11) 
e — 0^ “ 4^ ^ 3 4 = ^20V' ("^ 34 — ,24 — /l3 + /l2 ) 
Jc /3 /5 
^35 二 J20V' ^^24-/44-2/,2+/14) 
一 k /3 /g 
^36 = J20V' ("^44-/34-/14+2/13) 
e -k]{nf 
^ ^ 二 360V ("^33 - ^3 + fll) 
e - k]llll 
^45 = y20V (A3_2/34-/22+/24) 
_A;2/T 
^：6 = ^ ^ ^ (/34 - /33 - 2/24 + /z3 ) 
e -k]{nf 
" ^ 5 = 360V^ e (,22 - ,24 + ,44) 
魄 = ^ ^ (,24 - 2/,3 - /44 + /34 ) 
e -k]{llf 一 ^ \ 6 ~ 260V^ ^^ 44 — /34 + /33) 
&i general, AAj). = AAy. iy j = 1，2，.，6 
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A2.3) Evaluation of [B' 
B;j = jk^cosO.WjnxN;)(nxN'j)dS 
Note that the normal vector of the element can be written as 
n = nJ + nJ + n^k . Consider 
r,; = ( n x ^ / ) . ( n x A ^ ; ) 
ltl] 
= 7 ^ ^ x [ (nl+nl)(L�\ch-”iW(L�c,2-Lfj2cSn) 
+ (nl + nJ )( L^^2 - Lhdh )( L),d]^ - L)^d],) 
+ (ny + «z )(眺-^¾ )( L)rji - L)2b],) 
- " , " z (Z^&-4c , :U" , i "h -L)2" ; i ) + ( C " / S - Z 4 " / U L > ; 2 - 4 c ; i ) 
-¥z(”nb;2 - ^ ¾ )( L),d'j2 — L)2d],) + ( L?i^ -關 ) ( L ) , b ] ^ 一 L)^b],) 
- ¥ / ^ ¾ - ^¾! X ZV;2 - ^ 2 4 ) + ( ^ 4 - AVA )( L),b'j2 - L ) ^ b ] , ) ] 
another useful formula to be used in this procedure [A2.1] is 
. I T ( L n 7 L n 7 r J j 5 - "….'".‘2A^ 
.JJA^/ V^/ V^/ '(l + m + n + 2)! 
Finally, 
_7.众0卯4(片) 0 0 2 2 
恥 24A: x[ (nl^nl)(b^ ^bf-b(bi) 
2 2 +(nl+n^J(ci +4 -c^4) 
+ (nl+nl)(df+df-d^d^) 
-riyn^(2cldl + 24d^ — c^d^ - 4d() 
一 n^n^(2bldl + 2b^d^ —収-b^d() 
-¥/邮 + 购2' - b;4 - ^ q ' ) ] 
jkp cos ejll2 r ,„2丄对2、广知仏5 ,^ 2 ^ 
= 48A' L (">- + � ) ( b i h - bi - 2b^  b^  + b^  bj ) 
Mn] + nl)(4cl - ct - 2c{c', + c{4) 
+(n] + n])(didl — df - 2d(d; + d{di) 
-Hyn^(4d; + 4d^ — 24d^ - 2c^d； - 2cld{ + cld'2 + c'2dl) 
-n,n^(b'2dl + bld'2 - 2b^di - 2關—2b^ + 關 + b^d^ ) 
-n,riy(b^c; + b^4 一 2b^4 - 26¾ - 2b;c; + b{4 + ^c/ ) ] 
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^ = j ^ ^ ^ ^ x [ (n]^nl)(blK-bt-2b^bl^blbl) 
+( nl + � 2 y (1¾ - cf - 2c2'c| + c^4 ) 
+(nl + n^ )(dld'2 - df - 2d^d^ + d;d;) 
-riyn^(4d; + c^d^ — 2qVf — Ic^d； 一 2c^d^ + c^d； + c'^d；) 
-n,n^(bid^ + b^d^ - 2bldl - 2b^ - 2關 + b^d^ + b^d；) 
-n,n/b;c; + b(4 - 2b{cl - 2¾¾ - 2b^4 + b(c^ + b‘c;)] 
jkct COsdJl^] r � � 2 2 
^ = 24A: x[ (nl^nl)(bi\bf-b^b；) 2 2 + (nl+n^)(4 +c3' - c ^ ; 
+ (nl^nlXdf+df-d^d；) 
-riyn^(2c2d2 + 24d^ - 4d�—c3J2) 
-n,n^(2b^d^ + Ib^d； - b^d； - bld'2 ) -n^riy(2b^4 + lbl4 - K 4 - H 4 ) ] 
, jkn cos 6Joli 0 0 2 
^23 = � 4 8 A : X [ (〜2 + ^2 剛—t； - 2収 + b^b；) 
+ ( nl + nl){ c{c\ - c�2 - c{c^ + ^ ¾ ) 
+(4 + 4 )(d^d； - d f - 2d^d^ + d ^ ) 
-riyn^(4d{ + c^d； - 2cldl — 2c;d^ - l^d', + c'^d； + cld'2 ) 
-n,n^(bldl + b{di - 2關-2b(cq - 2b^d^ + b^d； + b;d^ ) 
-n,riy(b;ci + blcl — 2bl4 — 2b^4 - 2^cf + b^c'^ + b;4 )] 
jkoCOs0Jl^Y 2 2 
B33=~"24;[(�+"z)W +¾ -卿 2 2 + (nl+n^^)(ct + C 3 ' -脚 
+ (nl+n^Xdf+df-d^d；) 
—¥乙(2b(d( + 2b^d^ - b;d； — h\d{) 
-n^n^{lc{d{ + 2^3¾ - c{dl - c\d{) 
-n,n^{lh{c[^lb\c\ -h{c\ -b\c\)] 
Li general, B; = Bi iJ=l,2,3 
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A2.4) Evaluation of { c } 
ct = -mo)o W[N' JdV / = l,2,...,6 
V w J^ 
Assume that the current density J is parallel to jc axis, i.e., J = Ii ,where I 
denotes the magnitude of the current. Thus the vector entries are given as 
c f = f / ^ - ^ ) | /=i,2,...,6 
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Appendix 3 
;m A • ^ ‘ 
^ H ‘ ‘ 
^W ^ f i 11 / . u X ¥ M • X / , 
/ S ' - ^ - - ^ v ^ ^ ^ 
/ 0 3 ® ^ ^ ^ 
" 、 ; : 5 ^ f f i ^ : a ^ ^ ^ 4 
1 ¾ ? ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ . . . . . . . . 
, 擎 
/ '::.:..:..:�' \ / \ / i : : : : : , \ Z 4 0 \Domain /2 
/ enclosed by 
^ ~ ^ i surface S 
, V 
Figure A3.1 Domain f2 is divided into four quadrants (I，II’ III and IV). 
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应 0 
/ 1 / " / ^ “ / , K ' "‘‘ : y ^ n 6 丨 ^ 
0 ^ n4 ^ / • n3 p \ 
7 : i Z — , . : z 7 
X 
Z _ ^ ^ 
a 
Figure A3.2 Edge arrangement in quadrant (I) 
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� H 
/ node 8 M , node 7 / ^ .4/ j 
\ ^ j node 5 \ - node 6 \ 
\ A \ 0 ^ node 8 ‘ \ node3 p \ ^ 7 l ^ y p ' 7 
/ node 1 � ^ ^ ^ node 2 | / 
X 
X z ^ 
a 
Figure A3.3 Edge arrangement in quadrant (H) 
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^ Q 
0 • • ^ n8 /• ： n7 
J , , , : Z / n5 • y ^ n6 / 
^ ^ j "； ^  I > "3 ^ X 
/ n1 - 乙 ‘ "2 / 
x ^ 
a 
Figure A3.4 Edge arrangement in quadrant (HI) 
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运 囚 
/ V ? , n7 / 
i n5 f ^ ^ _ _ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n 6 ^ 
〉 ：‘ ^ ^ " ^ t ^ ^ ^ n3 � 
/ "1 i / ^ • "2 / 
X 
Z i ^ 
a 
Figure A3.5 Edge arrangement in quadrant (FV) 
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Element 1 Element 2 Element 3 
n8 n _一 ____—“一;:f n7 n8 f "~一一^ n7 n8 ^ Jf n7 
/ / ^ / / 1 n5 y ^ ^ "5 ‘ I ~ ~ ^ n6 n5 • j / ^ \ ^ 
j V ^ \ ^ 1 , j / " 9 ； ^ ^ 。 ’ 
“‘V^ _^^ “‘ V^—――—y"' “‘ ^_......-‘、 
* * X 
Elemen t4 Element 5 Element 6 
"SyT ~ ^ n7 n8 ^—— —__—_y* n7 n8 ^ 一一—一一—力 n7 
/ F ^ / 1 / ^ 4 ^ 
^ ^ -j^—^^ B^---..-- - ^^^|A A i ^ ^ „^^ 
n5 ^ ^ 7 - "6 n5 • 万，"6 n5 K f 广 n6 
X / 德 n3 ； n4 ^ n3 ^ K / 7 ； n3 
t / i 7 ,p^ : / 丨 7 . 
n1 i ^ — - — — — • " n1 ^ ^ ‘ / � n1 / L/'n2 
X X ^x Figure A3.6 Arrangement of tetrahedrons in quadrant (I) 
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Element 1 Element 2 E l e m e n t 3 
n8 A "n n7 n8 y ^ ;f n7 n8 A - n7 
/ ： / A / : A 
. V 1 ’ I ’ \ I \ n6 " ^ S ^ — V ，n6 | 
麵 ' 過 7 靠 ' ' 
^ C ^ \ “ 2 n1 / ^ ^ j n2 n1 ^  � n 2 
n1 X X X 
E l e m e n t 4 Element 5 Element 6 
\ ^ ^ ^ n7 n8 *T "f n7 n8 ,\； —, n7 
？ 画 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ / 驗 ^ 
t 1 站 \ ^ T \ N j " ‘ ‘ 丨 V ^ n4 ! X. n3 n4 . \ V n3 n4 ‘ \ \ n3 
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y 一 ‘ , � 2 n1 y ^ ^ ^ 2 n1 J \/,2 
X X X 
Figure A3.7 Arrangement of tetrahedrons in quadrant (II) 
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Element 1 Element 2 Element 3 
n8yn n n7 n8 ) ^ "f n7 n8 *'__ -f n7 
/ ； . . . . — . 乂 1 A / 1 / 1 
n5 ^ ： n6 ： n5 ^ ^ 广 n6 n5 ^ ^ ： ^ . n6 
N ^ � n 3 X^ / ^ ‘ n3 ^ V ^ / ^ • n3 
^ A i / V ' [ / i A . 
n1 ^  \ "2 "1 Y_^ ‘, "2 n1 V_^^ \ / n2 X X X 
Element 4 Element 5 Element 6 
n8 V ~A n7 n8 , , ：^  n7 n8 K ^ n7 
" 雪 / ' Z I / V 
‘ ： K "‘^ T / t V ' 沾 , y ^ n4 ‘ ^ n3 n4 ^ ^ n3 n4，, ^ n3 zi z| / \ / z 
i / y 丨 / y \ / 丨 / y 
1 ^ y'"^ “丨 1 ^ ^ " 2 n1 ^ ^ ‘ � X X X 
Figure A3.8 Arrangement of tetrahedrons in quadrant (III) 
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Element 1 Element 2 Element 3 
^B - - - -.••••.-^B ^B - -......^A ^^ ^ ^ 
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j / V o ^ / • M ^ > ^ y 1 ^ ^ ； n5 | " ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ n5 ^ ； > ^ 
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* E l e m e n t 4 * E l e m e n t 5 * Element 6 
y r ~ ^ “‘ / • . — — — . 7 了 ” / ' — — 3 ” 
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